Trees Please Inventorying Protocol

Trees Please! is a collaborative project between Environment Hamilton and the
Hamilton Naturalists’ Club

This guide is based on Neighbourwoods protocols developed by the University of

Toronto’s Faculty of Forestry.

treespleasehamilton.org
treespleasehamilton@gmail.com
905-549-0900

This project is possible through the generous support of the Ontario Trillium Foundation

Neighbourwoods Protocol:
Examine each tree before running through the protocol and make intuitive
observations regarding any noticeable defects or traits. We can all imagine what
a perfect tree should look like - tall, straight, no holes with symmetrical form
and healthy looking leaves. Concentrate on the traits that stand out from an
ideal image.
Make a point to examine the trunk and branches for obvious signs of cavities or
rotting wood. Rotting wood is usually discoloured, dark, soft and easy to pick
away at. Make observations on feeding cavities and woodpecker holes, these
are important habitat!
Wounds or Scars are the area of the tree where bark has been removed
revealing solid wood.
Make note of large dead, broken or cut away branches.
Examine any visible roots. Visible roots are a sign of erosion and soil
compaction. Observe roots that wrap around the base of the tree. This is a
defect where the very roots of a tree can strangle it, and lead to its decline.
This is known as root girdling.
Familiarize yourself with proportions One Quarter and One Half and be ready to
apply these ratios visually to the diameter of tree trunks, branches, canopies
and drip lines (crown diameter).
Data Key:
Ownership: P rivate, public or joint property. Trees located on property
lines are indicated as joint.
Location:

Street: trees growing adjacent to street, between curb and sidewalk

Container: trees growing within a container, where the root collar is 50cm
above the ground

Median: trees growing in the median between two roadways

Park: any tree growing in a parking lot
Parking lot: any tree growing in a parking lot

Natural area: trees growing in areas where turf and vegetation

Front yard: any tree growing on a lawn between the building and sidewalk
or roadway, adjacent to the main entrance

Back yard – any tree growing in a back yard

Side yard – a tree growing between adjacent buildings

Trunk Diameter (DBH)
Record the diameter of the tree 1.3m from the ground
on the highest side. Minimum diameter of trees
inventoried will be 5cm.
Measure trees that fork above 1.3m as a single stem.
Measure trees that fork below 1.3m as individual
stems on entry.

Diameter

1.3 m

Number of Stems
See above, if a tree forks below
1.3m count and measure each
individual stem. If a tree forks
above 1.3m indicate a single
stem.

% Hard Surface
Record the proportion of hard surface
underneath the drip line.

Obstruction (sidewalk) is
confining root growth by 50%
as determined by the drip
line.
(Left) At least 50% hard
surface coverage under the
dripline
(Right) 100% hard surface
coverage under drip line. No
root obstruction soil
underneath bricks .

Crown Width
Record the diameter of the drip line.

Total height

Total Height
Record the total height of the tree
Height to the base of the crown
Record the height to the base of the crown. This is
a measure from the base to mass of foliage and not
necessarily to the first branch.

Crown Height

Crown Width

The following sections will be rated by numbering each item with a value from
0-3. Where 0 indicates little to no defect and 3 is severe. Apply the detailed
key to each category with this in mind.

Reduced Crown

Topping:
0 – There are no signs that the crown has not been topped, and no major
sections of the crown are missing.
1- Less than 1/4 of the crown volume removed
2- 1/4 to 1/2 of the crown removed
3 – More than 1/2 of the crown removed

Note the form of topped trees.
Topped trees produce week branching attachments. The new growth is weakly
attached.

Unbalanced Crown:
0 – there are no signs that the crown is unbalanced
or lopsided; crown normal
1 – Crown slightly asymmetrical, unbalanced or
lopsided. Between
2 – Crown is asymmetrical, unbalanced or lopsided.
Between 75% and 90% of the crown volume is on
one side of the stem.
3 – Crown is severely asymmetrical to the point
where it clearly places damaging stress on the main
stem and/or root system. Greater than 90% of the
crown volume is on one side of the stem.
This tree would be
considered #2
Crown Defoliation:
0
1
2
3

–
–
–
–

minor twig defoliation.
Less than 1/4 of the crown is defoliated
Between 1/4 and 1/2 of the tree defoliated
more than 1/2 of the tree is defoliated

Crown dieback
Poor Branch attachment:
0 – Branch attached with U formation, or no visible defects or ingrown bark
1 – V shaped unions with the potential for ingrown bark. Diameter of the
branches involved are less than 1/2 the diameter of the main trunk. This
includes branching from pollarding and topping practices.
2- V shaped unions with evidence of ingrown bark, or rot. Diameter of branches
is large more than 1/2 of the main stem.
3- Same as two with evidence of a split or physical cracking.

An example of a poor branch
union.
This is an extreme example
with a large lateral branch separating from the main trunk.
Originating from a V formation
with ingrown bark, this defect
has progressed requiring
attention
Example of ideal “U”
shape

Branch Scar
0 – No branch scars
1 – Scars totalling less than 1/4 of the
circumference
2 – Scars totalling between 1/4 and 1/2 of the
circumference of the tree
3 - Scars totalling more than 1/2 the circumference
of the tree

(Right) Example of a major branch scar, #3
Trunk Scar
0 – No Trunk scars
1 – Scars totalling less than 1/4 of the circumference
2 – Scars totalling between 1/4 and 1/2 of the
circumference of the tree
3 - Scars totalling more than 1/2 the circumference of the
tree

Minor Scar

(Left) A number of scars that
equal greater than ½ of the trunk
Large scar (below) greater than ½
of the trunk

Scar – (above) From former branch.
Intentional and proper pruning practice
however still defined as a scar.
Weak or Yellowing Foliage
0 – Leaves normal size colour and texture
1 – Leaves appear smaller than normal and pale in colour
2 – Leaves are significantly smaller than what is normal and /or pale
foliage; thinning of foliage; crown is more transparent than typical for
the species
3 – Leaves are dramatically smaller than normal and /or leaf colour is
dramatically different; the crown is very transparent; the tree appears
to be in serious state of decline

Large Dead or Broken Branches
0 – no dead or broken branches
1 – At least one dead or broken branch greater than 7cm in diameter, but less
than 1/4 of the size it is attached to.
2 - one or more broken branches 1/4 to 1/2 of the size of where its attached
3 – The tree has one or more dead or broken branches or stubs which was a
main/lateral branch.

Lean
0 – there is no lean
1 – slight lean <15 degrees
2 – slight lean <15 degrees with root mounding or soil
cracking
3 – Serious lean >15 degrees

Tree displaying a large lean
greater than 15 degrees

Cracks
0 – Trees does not have major
cracks either on trunks or major
branches
1 – One minor Crack extends into
the stem, major stubs or a branch
of significant size. A minor crack is
one that enters the wood (not just
in the bark) but does not extend
more than 1/2 of the distance to the
centre of the stem
2- Large crack(s) that extended the
length of the trunk but appear
sealed, and do not show black discoloration
3- Large crack(s) spanning the
length of the trunk displaying black
coloration

Large crack with black
bark and rot forming at
the base

Trunk crack.
Properly healed

Girdling roots
0
1
2
3

- There are no signs of girdling roots
– Up to 1/4 of trunk is restricted by girdling roots
– Up to 1/2 of the trunk is restricted by girdling roots
– More than 1/2 of the diameter of the base of the trunk is restricted by girdling roots

Examples of exposed roots wrapping around the tree (girdling) Greater than
½ the diameter of the base of the trunk
Conks / Mushrooms
0 - absence of conks
1 – One or more Conks are present on the main stem
or at the base of the stem.

Rot or Cavity – Major Branch
0 – Tree does not have any sign of rot or cavity
1 – Rot/Cavity is up to 1/4 diameter of branches
2 – Rot/Cavity is up to 1/2 diameter of branches
3 – Rot/Cavity is larger than 1/2 diameter of the branches

Rot or Cavity – Trunk
0 – Tree does not have any sign of rot or cavity
1 – Rot/Cavity is up to 1/4 diameter of branches
2 – Rot/Cavity is up to 1/2 diameter of branches
3 – Rot/Cavity is larger than 1/2 diameter of the
branches

Confined Root space
0 – No obstruction or conflicts are apparent in the area
within the dripline of the tree
1 - an obstruction exists that restricts root development
under 1/4 of the drip line
2 – an obstruction exists that restricts root development
under 1/2 of the drip line
3 – an obstruction exists that restricts root development
greater than 1/2 of the drip line

Trees adjacent to sidewalks experience root
confinement
The following sections will be rated by using letters:
N – None
E – Existing
P - Potential (a general rule of thumb, if tree grows half a metre, the conflict is
labelled "potential")
Conflicts
Wires
N – there are no conflicts
E – the branches of a tree are currently within .5m of electrical , telephone or other wires
P – At some point (within the inspection
cycle), as the tree grows, such conflict could
occur

With Sidewalk / Hard Surfaces
N – there are no conflicts
E – The sidewalk already shows signs of being lifted by the stem or root
growth.
P – A tree’s stem, at some point in its life would be within 0.3m of a sidewalk

Structure
N – there are no conflicts
E – Tree is already touching the structure.
P – There is potential for the tree to come into
contact with the structure within the next
inspection cycle.

Traffic Signs
N – There are no conflicts
E – The tree is currently touching or screening the significant
P – There is potential for the tree to touch or screen the sign.

You did it!
Thanks to you, our volunteers and interested community members

